INGHAM COUNTY PARKS
INFLATABLES AND DUNK TANK RENTAL INFORMATION

Please familiarize yourself with the following rules and regulations as they were
developed to help ensure a safe and enjoyable visit.
SET UP
1. Park staff will set up and break down all equipment that is rented. It will be set up
by the time requested by the reserving party.
2. Park staff will determine location where inflatables and dunk tank are to be set up.
There are designated “set-up” areas at each shelter.
3. For moonwalk and giant slide, a hand stamp may be required for persons in the
reserving party to use equipment. Safety attendant will provide reserving party
with the hand stamp. This is to differentiate persons with the reserving party from
others in the park if park is busy.
4. Inflatable games cannot be operated when one or more of the following
conditions exist: Winds exceed 20 miles per hour, temperature is below 40
degrees, or in rain
In the case that one of the above mentioned conditions are present, inflatable
equipment will not be set up and the reserving party will be refunded 100%.
If any of the above mentioned conditions is forecasted to occur on the reservation
date, the reserving party may choose to continue with or cancel their equipment
reservation. If above said condition does occur and equipment has already been
set up and used, there will be no refund.
GUIDELINES
 Participants should not engage in a Game if they have any of the following
conditions:
o Current or previous injury to the back or neck.
o Chronic knee or other joint conditions.
o Any respiratory conditions, including but not limited to asthma or
bronchitis.
o Any heart related or circulatory conditions.
o Pregnancy.

*****Additional Information on back side of this paper******

RULES FOR SPECIFIC PIECES OF EQUIPMENT
Moonwalk (15’l x 15’w x 15’h)
1. Maximum number of 8 (children) at one time, this may be less depending on size
and age of children and adults.
2. 1 Trained operator (safety attendant) must be present when moonwalk is being
used. (We provide)
3. Netted entrance must be secured and closed before bouncing.
4. Participants cannot bounce, jump or lean against moonwalk walls.
5. No food or drink allowed in or near moonwalk
6. Shoes, loose jewelry, watches and other sharp objects must be removed before use.
7. No silly string allowed in or near Moonwalk.
Giant Slide (28’l x 15’w x 18’h)
1. Jumping and bouncing on slide is strictly prohibited
2. No maximum number of participants, however, 5 children (possibly less
depending on size) will be allowed on the slide at one time.
3. 2 Trained operators (safety attendants) must be present when slide is being used.
(We provide)
4. No food or drink allowed on or near giant slide.
5. Shoes, loose jewelry, watches and other sharp objects must be removed before use.
6. No silly string allowed on or near giant slide.
Dunk Tank
1. Persons being “dunked” must be at least 5’ tall and less than 250lb.
2. Water level must be maintained at a minimum of 6” below lip of dunk tank.
3. Only one person allowed in dunk tank at one time.
4. Adults must be present when dunk tank is in operation.
5. Do not stand on seat.
6. Participants must sit up straight, keep hands on lap and keep legs together.
7. Do not hold onto bars or stick feet through bars.
AVAILABILITY OF EQUIPMENT
Memorial Day – Labor Day. The slide is only available between Memorial Day and Labor
Day. Dunk Tank and Moonwalk may be available in April, September, and October-park
manager approval required. November-March: rental closed.

LLS Main
LLS Lakeview
LLN Main
LLN Oak Knoll
LLN Sandhill

Moonwalk
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Giant Slide
Yes
Yes
No**
No**
No**

Dunk Tank
Yes
Yes
Yes
No*
No*

*Dunk Tank not available at Oak Knoll because there is not a water source near shelter, and not available at
Sandhill due to lack of level ground.
**Giant Slide not available at LLN due to tree canopy, tree spacing and lack of level ground.
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